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Talent That’s Out of This World

Pinned in JP
History

By ARIHANT SETH, senior

By AKASH ADANI, sophomore

THOUGH IT WAS COLD outside,
JP Stevens was warm and
welcoming as students gathered
in the auditorium for JPS Got
Talent. This event, one of the
most anticipated functions of
the school year, was an exciting
and
memorable
experience
for participants and audience
members alike. As Ms. Pawlikowski
said, “When you’re a part of the
band, orchestra, or choir, people
may not see that little bit of who
you are, but here in the talent show
individuality is showcased, which
is the best part of the competition.”
Seniors Grace Zhao, Austin
Chen, Omkar Joshi, and Jamie
Kwan began the show with
a beautiful rendition of the
National Anthem. Shortly after,
the audience watched a video
introducing the two hosts, seniors
Jason Krasnits and Zachary
Elghazl. It was a comedic sketch of
the hosts’ fictitious journey to JP
for the show. The hosts followed
this bit with a series of jokes before
introducing the judges’ panel,
which included Ms. Biloholowski,
Mr. Alfonzo, Mr. Cantalupo, and
Mr. Mayes.

followed by seniors Dennis Zhang
and Kevin Dai, who performed
a piano duet of “Gerudo Valley”
from the video game The Legend
of Zelda: Ocarina of Time. The pair
displayed a high level of technical
skill, raising the bar for the
competition.
Building off of the upbeat mood,
sophomore Matthew Flores sang

an acoustic version of “Forget You”
by Cee Lo Green, accompanied
by Kevin Zheng on the ukulele.
Matthew set the stage on fire with
his electrifying presence, busting
out dance moves that perfectly fit
the melody.
Next on stage was junior Tanya

By KELLY YU, freshman

friends. In addition to achieving
such an altruistic goal, this year the
club and the Disney-themed dance
created an enchanting night for JP
students that ended with a magical
sentiment.
The
twinkling
Christmas
lights that hung across the walls
of the cafeteria created a festive
mood, intimating the approach
of the winter holidays. As the
DJ blasted music and vibrant
disco lights swirled throughout
the ceiling, students in Disney
character costumes danced to
the beat and created a lively
atmosphere. “The theme of this
year’s dance is very unique and
fun,” commented freshman Joy

WE’VE ALL SEEN the wrestling
wall of fame in the gymnasium.
With just a brief skim, we see one
recurring name in particular that
stands out among the rest: Zannetti.
The Zannetti brothers—Gene, Jeff,
and Greg—were quintessential
student athletes whose impacts
on JP Stevens remain timeless.
The three successful JP Stevens
alumni left a mark on the mat with
some of the best wrestling records
ever seen in New Jersey. Gene, the
eldest brother, totaled 94 wins.
Before graduating in 2002, he was a
two-time GMC County champion,
two-time district champion, twotime region champion, and thirdplace New Jersey state winner.
Jeff Zannetti soon followed his
older brother’s footsteps and
ended his high school career
in 2004 with 122 wins. He won
the GMC County tournament,
district tournament, and region
tournament three times. The
youngest of the Zannetti brothers,
Greg, won 121 matches before
graduating in 2008. As the GMC
champion, district champion,
and second-place state winner
in 2008, Greg left JP Stevens
having effectively defeated all
competition in his weight class.
The brothers’ success largely
resulted from a will to learn from
past hardships. Gene remembers
his freshman year when he had
a losing record of 7-10 and his
sophomore year when he did
not even qualify for the regional
tournament. He didn’t use these
setbacks as reasons to give up, but
as catalysts to work harder. Soon,
he became the best wrestler in
his weight class locally. Similarly,
Greg did not qualify for the New
Jersey tournament until he was
a senior. He recalls long hours
of training and sacrificing time
he could have otherwise spent
hanging out with his friends
just to gain a competitive edge
over his opponents. Crediting

See BANDBOOZLE, page 9

See JP HISTORY, page 8
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Sophomore Matthew Flores puts on an animated performance complemented by senior
Kevin Zheng’s enthusiastic ukulele-playing.
The first performance was an
improvised instrumental duet by
seniors Richard Kazandzhidi on
the piano and Justin Jones on the
saxophone. The two musicians
played with virtuoso-level skill,
complementing each other well.
It was one of the many musical
performances of the night.
Richard and Justin were

See JPS GOT TALENT, page 9

The Dean of Music Musically Ever After
where he met many of his former
students, and he has never thought
THIS YEAR MARKS JP Stevens about leaving in the 37 years he
Band
Director
has taught here.
M r. A n d r e w S.
Mr. DeNicola
DeNicola’s
urges all students
41st
year
of
to
be
smart
teaching.
Mr.
while practicing
DeNicola, known
or
studying.
affectionately
As
he
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over 30,000 music
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the lives of his students as both
a music educator and a mentor.
Dean always knew he wanted
to be a teacher but never knew
By COURTNEY ZENG, freshman
what subject he wanted to teach.
However, he eventually found
STUDENTS STEPPED into a
his answer in high school: music. cafeteria filled with the aroma
In his four decade-long career of pasta, the sound of seasonal
as a teacher, Mr. DeNicola’s classics, and the sight of cute beanie
contributions to both the music dogs and colorful Lego blocks.
and the Edison communities The ambience was for the holiday
have accumulated. He began as a dinner, held on December 13.
band teacher at Woodrow Wilson SEA (Students for Environmental
Middle School in 1973, the year the Awareness) and French Alliance
school opened. A few years later, joined forces with Key Club in
he was transferred to JP Stevens creating the dinner to raise money
By BRYAN LIN, senior

EVERY YEAR, the JP Stevens
band helps make a child’s dream
come true. Due to the budget
cuts that affect many public
schools, music is often one of
the first subjects removed from a
school’s curriculum and thus its
students’ educations. However,
the BEAT (Band Enthusiasts
Acting Together) club hosts an
annual dance, the Bandboozle,
to raise money for the VH1 Save
the Music Foundation, which
provides a musical education and
free, brand-new instruments to
under-resourced schools. The
BEAT club’s diligent efforts also
led to an enchanting night for JP
students to socialize with their

Holiday Dinner: To Service and to Soup
for a variety of causes. Together,
Key Club, SEA, and French Alliance
dedicated the Dinner to a beloved
pet pig. Originally, Edison High
School had purchased the pig for
a Kiss the Pig fundraising contest.
However, they didn’t have enough
funding to pay for its veterinary
bills, and JP decided to help them
take care of the pig. As SEA’s senior
vice president Olga Dovhanyuk

BANSI PATEL

See DINNER, page 9

Key Club volunteers serve food donated by restaurants.
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Rethinking Our Reasons
By HELENA WU, sophomore
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME you came
home inspired by a world history lesson,
wanting to further research life during the
French Revolution? How many times have
you talked with friends about exciting new
studies regarding the evolution of the Calvin
cycle discussed in biology class? While such
enthusiasm and industry should be fostered
by our education system, the sad truth is
that it is extremely uncommon to
find students with these qualities.
Grades and stress-inducing
examinations promote the
wrong kinds of attitudes,
wrong in relation to
both the health of
the students and the
purported mission of
educational institutions.
Unfortunately,
today’s
academic environment often
stymies meaningful intellectual
growth. However, within this
system, we can deliberately sculpt another
approach to help us rediscover the magic
of learning and thereby make school more
enjoyable.
It’s no secret that almost every student
has complaints about school. Most, if not
all, of us jump for joy at the prospect of
delayed openings and unexpected school
closings—after all, it means less time in
school! The tests we frantically cram for
promote mechanical strategies of studying
such as using checklists, flashcards, and
spreadsheets rather than focusing on actually
comprehending information. Likewise, we
often talk of assignments and homework
in a negative manner; we dread any kind of
work, both within the classroom and outside
of it. Such attitudes toward the pursuit
of knowledge are fundamentally flawed,
inhibiting the true love of learning that
would greatly ease our academic troubles.
But this isn’t necessarily the fault of students.
For a lot of us, the habits of drilling facts
into our heads through memorization and
of mechanically plowing through rigorous,
structured exams reduce the mind to a crude
survival state, until it seems like it’s “them
(grades and assessments) versus us.” Feeling
battered and harried, we tend to remember
only “key” facts and prepare to meet the bare
minimum for an acceptable performance.
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The motivation is not passion—the powerful
catalyst of success and mastery—but rather a
kind of ritualized, systemic fear.
Fortunately, there’s a fountain of
revolution that we can tap into, one found
among our own resources, to help us
succeed in the larger school system. You may
frequently hear the message—from character
campaigns to inspirational quotes—
that attitude and aim are the pilots for

achievement.
It may sound
cliché, but these ideas are so significant
that entire books have been written about
the subject. Malcolm Gladwell’s bestselling
book Blink, for example, which investigates
the scope of unconscious thinking, cites an
intriguing study: two groups of students were
asked to take sets of words and unscramble
them into sentences, then were sent down
a hallway to talk to a professor who was
engaged in conversation with another
person. For their task, one group of test
subjects read words such as “aggressively”
and “intrude,” while their counterparts
dealt with terms like “courteous” and
“considerate.” Completely unaware, the
group primed with negative words was more

impatient in interrupting the professor’s
discussion than the control group that had
dealt with friendlier words. If external
stimuli can influence behavior so easily, then
it makes sense that the repeated messages
regarding the value of schoolwork that come
from our peers and our own complaining
would harden over time into strong,
generally negative opinions of school.
This is where the real work comes in. The
concept of learning to love learning again may
seem foreign and even frustratingly
elusive. An important principle
to remember, though, is
that with each equation
you
solve
and
each
president you study, you
are enriching yourself. The
work is hard, but the fruits
of your labor are great. These
fruits grow on the beliefs,
worries, preoccupations, and
viewpoints you have while you are
cultivating your knowledge; they
can be either sweet and pleasant or
very bitter. It all depends on perspective.
Sure, you can memorize facts on Mendeleev
and his contributions to the development
of periodic law just to get a good grade, but
you can also dig a little deeper on your own
and pique your interest with the sorrowful
biography of the chemist, whose mother
traveled across Russia with him in order to
enroll him in a university before she finally
died of exhaustion. Being genuinely involved
in the topic—finding an interesting aspect,
expanding on it, and hungrily seeking out
more—inevitably snowballs into an immense
curiosity that will compel you to seek
knowledge and absorb it rather than sit back
reluctantly and let school stuff it in.
Isn’t that what we all want, teachers
included? Perhaps a main reason students
groan about their workloads is because
they see no other option, because they do
want to learn but are disappointed by their
performance in the system. The change is
real; it just begins (as our school motto goes)
with you. The next time you or a friend is
about to start a breakneck review of early
Mesopotamian societies or trigonometric
functions, slow down and ponder on the
path you walked up to that point. Remember
that you are capable of learning, not just
regurgitating, and that knowledge, if used,
can become an incredibly powerful tool.

Breaking Down Barriers
By ASHLEY SHAH, freshman
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A WOMAN WALKS onto a college football
field, clad in the glory of her school’s
colors. As she assumes her position among
an otherwise exclusively male team, she
prepares herself for what she knows will be
an intense game—despite bewildered stares
from the opponents.
A man walks into a dance studio just
as the other female dancers turn their
gazes toward him, silently questioning his
presence. Although he proves himself a
talented dancer through his graceful leaps
and pirouettes during rehearsals, he remains
the victim of awkward stares as he works to
perfect his routine.
Currently, it is far too easy to divide
athletics into “female sports” and “male
sports.” It is not that easy, however, to accept
a male as a member of a synchronized
swim team or a female as a member of a
hockey team. Some say this stems from
the “accurate” fitness tests that determine
whether someone is physically fit for a sport,
but these assessments are actually just snide
ways of preventing certain people from
participating. Some tests deem boys “too
strong” to play a female-dominated sport,
while others regard girls as “lacking average

muscular composition” and therefore unfit to
compete in a male-dominated one. However,
it is more than likely that gender labels on
sports actually occur due to the generalities
we as a society have formed about which
activities are “proper” for males and females
and are not based on any hard science.
Yet some are out there: those who defy
the limits, those who venture to cross the
line despite the scrutiny. Around the world,
these men and women who defy convention
to play the sports they love—who dare to
break the barriers of gender—are singled
out and ostracized. But they still persevere,
simply for the love of the game. Their talent
speaks for them, even when others question
their very right to participate. This chain
of restrictions extends farther than just
athletics: the imaginary barricade between
the abilities of females and males stretches
far and wide, haunting athletes, workers,
and politicians everywhere. Only those who
are filled to the brim with determination and
courage dare to break down this barrier.
In an age that has seen us progress past
some gender norms in the stay-at-home
dad controversy, is the division between the
sexes fading away or persisting? Despite the
surge of audacious athletes ready to break
the mold, obtaining legitimate acceptance

for unconventional gender roles in sports
is not a light task. Take the case of Andrew
LaFortezza and Jason Elbaum, both seniors
at Horace Greeley High School in New York,
who had to cut through much bureaucratic
red tape before they were allowed to
participate in their school’s only volleyball
team—the girls’ team. To play volleyball that
season, they had to appeal to the athletic
director, pass the fitness test without being
deemed “too strong,” gain approval from
the superintendent, and receive a final
verifying affirmation from Section 1 of the
New York State Public High School Athletic
Association. It’s a marvel that the season
wasn’t over by the time they were finally
allowed on the team.
Athleticism is a quality that should
transcend gender. The woman on the
football field and the man in the dance
studio shouldn’t have to do additional work
to be accepted if they possess the necessary
talent. Similarly, students shouldn’t have to
receive permission from a ridiculously long
bureaucratic list of officials and coaches to
be granted the opportunity to participate in
a team. When all is said and done, it should
be an individual’s ability—and nothing but
ability—that determines whether he or she
should be allowed to play.
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The Poor Man’s War
By RITA WANG, political columnist
JANUARY MARKED the fiftieth anniversary
of President Lyndon B. Johnson’s declaration
of the War on Poverty—a war that, in 1964,
changed the United States government’s
role on the issue of poverty from one of mild
to one of active involvement. President
Johnson also created a set of povertyfighting programs as part of his Great
Society, including Medicare, Medicaid,
Head Start, the Food Stamp Act, and
Job Corps, all of which still exist today.
However, many critics (notably Republican
Representative Steve Southerland of
Florida) have asserted that the war has been
ineffective, especially because, as they say,
the programs encourage “free handouts”
instead of actual job incentives. However,
the War on Poverty has actually made
significant gains, although admittedly more
progress could still be made.
“The percentage of people in poverty
today as compared to 50 years ago, as a
percentage, is less, but I also want to make
sure that it is very clear that today there
are more Americans living in poverty.”
Although Representative Southerland’s
statement is mathematically accurate, it
is a logical fallacy to assume that there is a
direct correlation between the number of
Americans living in poverty and the actions
taken as part of the War on Poverty. He
misunderstands why poverty is expressed
as a percentage in the first place; the
percentage itself has decreased by 9% in
the span of these fifty years, which is a huge
step—especially considering that the war
has only been fought halfheartedly.
What critics also fail to acknowledge is
that the American population has steadily
increased since President Johnson first
declared the War on Poverty. According to
simple economic principles, a country with
a rapidly growing population may be unable
to provide sufficient jobs and resources,
which generally contributes to an increased
percentage of citizens living in poverty. But
in spite of this principle, the percentage of
Americans living in poverty has actually
decreased, a possible indicator of job growth.
The American economy is in a completely
different place from where it was in 1964.
Because the decline of unions has caused
the disappearance of the low-skill jobs

that promised middle-class incomes, it is
imperative that people in poverty acquire
the skills necessary to attain higherincome jobs. But in order to reach this
goal, education, welfare, and healthcare are
indispensable. And to receive a worthwhile
education, students must focus primarily on

while critics describe the War on Poverty
as incredibly expensive with no gain, other
recent wars may be more deserving of such
a description.
Due to continuous administration
changes, extensive policy differences,
and the democratic process, it is almost

learning. While they are focused on learning,
it is essential that they have welfare and
healthcare to meet their basic needs.
The biggest critique of the War on Poverty
is that it drains a large amount of income
from the federal budget with little or no
reward for those actually living below the
poverty line. However, with the exceptions
of Medicare and Medicaid, welfare and
education are responsible for roughly 12% of
the federal budget. In comparison, defense
receives 19% percent of the budget. So

impossible to declare the War on Poverty a
lost cause when it has barely been addressed.
President Lyndon B. Johnson’s Great Society
was successful in lowering the poverty rate
from a whopping 22.2% in 1960 to an alltime low of 11.1% in 1973. Unfortunately,
focus shifted away from President Johnson’s
fiscal efforts to combat poverty in America
to financing the Vietnam War and, later,
the Cold War against the Soviet Union.
Moreover, Reaganomics, an economic plan
that revolved around the reduction of taxes
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and an obsession with budget balancing,
stagnated the effects of President Johnson’s
welfare and education programs. It was only
when President Obama and the Democrats
passed the Affordable Care Act in 2009
that the War finally resumed, despite the
considerable opposition it continues to meet.
Of course, it is not too late to begin
enacting serious measures to address the
War on Poverty, but first the divide between
the two parties must be bridged. Both
Republicans and Democrats want to aid
the 15% of Americans living in poverty, but
they want to provide relief to impoverished
Americans in different ways. Republicans
denounce the culture of poverty and
dislike programs such as food stamps and
government housing because they believe
citizens are being encouraged to rely on
the system rather than seek employment.
Instead, they believe that concentrating on
the country’s economic recovery would be
a more worthwhile endeavor. Meanwhile,
Democrats are more likely to “throw money
at the problem” by simply increasing
welfare funding, and they argue that such
measures are exceptionally feasible in this
context. Yet if the history of the War on
Poverty has taught Americans anything, it
is that the solutions these two sides offer
cannot be implemented interchangeably.
Instead of complaining, as politicians like
Steve Southerland have, that the War is
not effective or feasible, Congress should
hammer out a comprehensive, bipartisan
plan to address poverty in the near future.
But we know how difficult that will be,
considering the fact that the 113th Congress
cannot even pass a simple budget extension
without shutting down the government.
Ultimately, it is too soon to wave our white
flags and admit defeat in the War on Poverty,
as it hasn’t been fought properly in the first
place. Despite its half-hearted support,
the endeavor has decreased poverty rates
drastically since its implementation, which
speaks for its benefits and the usefulness
of welfare programs. The fact that this war
has been somewhat successful, especially at
its inception, means that it is indeed a war
worth continuing to fight. Wake up, America:
fifty years is much too long a time to delay
a war. For the sake of our country and its
future, we need to finally take a definitive
stand against poverty.

Great Society to Welfare State
By AMEER MALIK, political columnist
IN 1964, President Lyndon B. Johnson
made his “War On Poverty” speech, in which
he called for new legislation to help this
nation’s poorest individuals. Soon after his
address, Congress passed several laws aimed
at helping underprivileged Americans rise
out of poverty. These included measures
such as the Economic Opportunity Act—
which gave funds for vocational training
and set up Job Corps to provide training for
unemployed young people—as well as the
Social Security Act, the Food Stamp Act, and
the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act. The fiftieth anniversary of President
Johnson’s speech this past January sparked
public discussion over the lasting effects of
these initiatives, their successes and failures,
and how to deal with poverty now and in
the future. Many Republicans have recently
been especially vocal in expressing their
views on the current state of poverty as well
as anti-poverty measures; some have even
offered reforms of their own.
Republican Congressman Paul Ryan
and Senator Marco Rubio believe that
programs designed to help the poor should
be implemented at the local level. Rubio
proposed that the funding for programs that
tackle poverty should switch over from the

federal government to the state governments
through a measure that he calls a “Flex
Fund.” This plan consists of block grants
that would combine programs aimed at a
variety of people and places. Recently, Mitch
McConnell, Minority Leader of Senate,
voted against renewing benefits for the
unemployed, which expired for about one
million long-term unemployed individuals
in early January. The primary reason for his
and many other Senators’ decision to vote
against this measure was to avoid adding to
the national debt. These positions and views
aren’t surprising; they align with the current
conservative ideology of a hands-off federal
government.
The Republicans have a reasonable point.
According to the Cato Institute, $16 trillion
have been spent over the past fifty years by the
government in its efforts to reduce poverty;
however, 15% of all Americans today are still
living in poverty. Also, the numerous welfare
programs are contributing to the national
debt because many people have become
dependent on welfare and do not make any
effort on their own to better their situations.
Critics of welfare programs like the Cato
Institute stress that the focus of anti-poverty
measures should be to give individuals
the means—including good education and
employment— to get out of poverty instead

of simply handing out money. Furthermore,
the Institute claims that an increase in the
availability of welfare correlates with an
increase in the number of children born out
of wedlock, which is a problem because kids
raised in households with only one parent
are five times more likely to be poor than
those raised in households with both parents.
There are other shortcomings to government
anti-poverty programs as well. According to
the Brookings Institution, poverty has been
moving from urban areas to suburban areas
because suburban areas lack the networks to
support individuals with low incomes, and
federal programs have not been successful in
providing povetry-combating mechanisms
to the suburbs.
However, the high possibility that
Congress will not pass meaningful or
impactful anti-poverty legislation in the
future due to partisanship is a very real one.
Democrats may attempt to pass legislation
that matches liberal ideology but will not
get the necessary support from Republicans;
likewise, Republicans may try to pass laws
that fit the conservative mindset, which the
Democrats will not support. This feared but
all-too-likely scenario will ultimately lead to
no significant accomplishments in alleviating
poverty. This stalemate must be prevented,
since many people are impoverished and

struggling to cope financially. Congress
should therefore pursue pragmatic solutions
instead of ideological ones. That way,
those who are suffering economically may
have a chance to actually improve their
lives. Research by non-partisan groups is
imperative to determine which programs
have worked and which have failed; those
that have not done much to alleviate
poverty should be adjusted or altered, while
the successful ones should be allowed to
continue. A blend of programs is necessary,
some to give money to help the poor and
others to work toward enabling them to get
out of poverty through increased education
and job training. It should not matter which
ideology wins out in this struggle; if poverty
is ameliorated, all of Congress will be
winners.
Ultimately, it is encouraging that our
leaders are tackling an issue that directly
affects us. Lyndon B. Johnson’s desire to help
the poor has not been forgotten. Congress is
trying to help this country in a significant
way. However, our leaders must remember
one important fact: if stubborn political
ideologies continue to clash against each
other to determine which party should win,
the American people will lose. This is a war
in which all Americans are on the same side;
let us hope that our leaders remember this.
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You Know You Go To JPS When...
...parents try their best to inconspicuously
take photos of the list of honor roll students
in the lobby.
...the Chemis-tree has been in JP longer than
most teachers.
...you have a newfound respect for the
science department after Halloween.
...on the day before winter break, you run
into a caroling musical group no matter
which hallway you take.
...you have second thoughts about buying
a Yankee Candle for the class fundraiser
because you could buy eight bottles of
Febreze with the same amount of money.
...the Spanish Honor Society’s “Navidad,”
a truly multi-cultural event, serves lo mein
and pizza in addition to Hispanic cuisine.
...there are decapitated owls on the roof.
...winter athletes rejoice every time “all
after school activities are canceled due to
inclement weather conditions.”
...it takes an hour for the marching band to
walk from the front lawn to the football field.
...you panicked when someone told you that
Parent Portal was shut down for the duration
of winter break.

...you see people wearing sandals and shorts
during the winter.
...the new foods room is nicer than your
kitchen.
...you feel bad because you accidentally told
three different people that you would buy
sports apparel from them...
...but you spent all your money on fundraisers
in the front lobby.
...the class of 2015 thought it was going to
have its prom in the school cafeteria…
...but by a remarkable twist of fate, and with
much help from their advisors, managed to
put down a deposit for Addison Park.
...meanwhile, the class of 2016 is planning to
have prom on a cruise ship overlooking the
New York skyline.
...upperclassmen go to the club fair for the
free food.
...someone accidentally sets off the fire alarm
at 5 p.m....
...causing extracurricular activities to wait
outside in the cold for half an hour.
...you have class with a Grammy-nominated
director every day.
...the orchestra plays holiday music in October.

...marching band shoes aren’t allowed in gym
class.
...teachers give two-day tests that are split up
by a week and a half of vacation.
...you struggle to be the first student to ask a
teacher to buy citrus, cheesecake, or sports
apparel.
...the announcement that students will
not be marked late happens after you
have completed your high-speed dash to
homeroom.
...the school store sells JP-themed flip flops
even during the winter.
...students never know when they can count
on a snow day.
...new doors are installed in the boys’
bathrooms...
...but most of them remain locked.
By ANDREW YE, senior,
RACHEL DIAO, junior,
SRIDHAR SRIRAM, junior, and
CLAIRE PAN, sophomore

JPSHAWKEYE.WORDPRESS.COM

CHECK IT OUT.

TEACHERS KNOW THEY GO TO JPS WHEN...

...students say “good morning” and hold the
door open for them.
...they are still waiting for the promised
faculty laptop.
...they think a student is texting in the
hallway, but he’s checking his math
homework answers on his calculator.
...the “old” classroom projectors were
replaced only one year later with quieter,
blurry, “new” classroom projectors.
...they are just as baffled by the heating
system as the students are.
...a fire alarm goes off in the middle of a
test...
...again.
Submitted anonymously by JP teachers
More on jpshawkeye.wordpress.com:

Message in a Bottle
The Creative Writing class opened a “message in a
bottle” found along Montauk Beach, Long Island and
donated by Ms. Weigele’s brother Daniel. The class
wrote poems dedicated to the devotion of a daughter
to her father—revealed in a loving note, and artifacts
from childhood. They ceremoniously buried it in the
J.P. Stevens courtyard on October 30, 2013.

Memoirs of a Short Person Guys Don’t Have it Easy
By SHERILYN MORSE, senior
I’VE BEEN SHORT FOR as long as I can
remember. I come from a pretty short
family. We’re not a bunch of lawn gnomes or
anything, just slightly vertically challenged.
With my genetics, I had little hope that I
would grow taller. But still, I faithfully drank
milk every day and slept eight hours every
night, hoping for a growth spurt that never
came.
Being short meant constantly finding
creative ways to reach new heights (pun
intended). Forget playing on the monkey
bars in the first grade—I couldn’t even reach
them when I jumped. By the third grade, I
had figured out how to reach the top of the
cabinet; I would unleash my inner primate
and quickly climb onto the countertop,
much to my mother’s dismay. Just as I
figured out how to retrieve things that were
out of reach, I began thinking of ways to
make my down-to-Earth life easier. When
I was ten, I very seriously asked my parents
for a pair of stilts. I should have anticipated
their laughter at my request; I had been the
undefeated champion of falling flat on my
face ever since I learned to walk. I suppose
it’s better to be a klutz when you’re short,
though. I’m only five feet from the ground,

so rather than the awkward scramble a tall
person might have, I get back on my feet in a
matter of seconds. Call me a cat.
By the age of twelve, the boys I had been
able to see eye-to-eye with were now a foot
taller than me. This brought a whole new
element to my teenage problems. Not only is
it socially unacceptable to use a stepladder
when dancing with a boy at your first dance,
but it is also physically impossible. Walking
into my mother’s closet when I was thirteen,
I had a delayed epiphany: shoes can make
someone a few inches taller. Heels soon
became my trusty companions, but they
came with a price. From heels arose the
gym class dilemma of walking into the
locker room five-feet-four in pumps, and
then walking into class five-feet-nothing in
sneakers.
At fifteen, I realized that I probably wasn’t
going to grow anymore. This increased my
coffee intake tenfold, since stunting my
growth was no longer much of a worry. As
a senior now, I’ve learned to embrace my
height. If you see me in the hallways these
days, drinking all of the coffee I like and no
longer suffering in three-inch heels, realize
this: I like my height, because when it gets
down to the nitty gritty, I’m not short. I’m
fun-sized.

By TANYA BALARAJU, senior
GIRLS HAVE A FAIR share of first world
problems. The occasional rain shower may
prevent droughts and famines, but the crimes
it commits against long, meticulously styled
hair will forever remain unforgivable. When
it comes to stereotypes, girls are constantly
trying to walk the fine line
between extremes like
“having no sense of humor”
and “being too silly.” (For the
record, high heels do not
make that walk any
easier.) Given all the
daily frustrations
of the female
population, it
might seem as
though a guy’s life is
relatively simple. But is
it really?
When it comes to female
wardrobes, Mary Poppins’
purse was possibly the
most realistic component
of her costume. It’s well
known that the
average girl can
probably
survive an
entire winter
on the books,
food, water, makeup,
cash, extra change of
clothing, and umbrella that lie
in the depths of her seemingly small handbag
(not to mention a pair of ballet flats to relieve
those stiletto-worn feet). However, while a
girl can conceal her entire lifestyle within a
purse, her male counterpart would be lucky
to survive math class with the pencil and
calculator he somehow stuffs into his back
pocket. After all, using a purse for other
belongings is out of the question for guys;
only the smoothest of male hipsters can pull
off an across-the-chest “murse.” The rest of
the male population, meanwhile, is doomed
to carry the bare necessities of student life in
their weary arms and sagging pockets.
But do guys really need the extra storage
space? It’s not as though they would need
a purse to store their makeup; such girlish
amenities aren’t exactly everyday options for
most males. This in itself provides another
struggle: there is very little that a young man
can do to conceal all-nighter-induced dark
circles or cover up the gargantuan blemish
that decided to make a guest appearance
on his forehead one fine morning. Without
makeup or a purse to store it in, our tragic

hero has no option but to wear that zit and
his other insecurities with unabashed pride.
Wait, scratch that—real men don’t have
any insecurities whatsoever. Real men,
according to most of society, are strangers
to emotion. So boys, hold in those tears as
you draw a blank on your midterm. You
got rejected by both your dream school
and your dream date on the
same day? Play it cool; you
weren’t that interested
in either of them,
anyway. You see,
you are above
all weakness.
You carry all
your
groceries
home in one trip
and show none of your
inner anguish when you watch for
the fiftieth time as Mufasa dies in The
Lion King. Fake it ‘til you make it—
until you, sir, are the epitome of the
unfazed man.
However, no matter how well you
conceal your emotions, you must
make an exception for love, because
guys, it’s your job to make the first
move. For senior boys in particular,
the pressure is closing in;
if you expect to be
remembered by your
date, you must come
up with an elaborate
“promposal”—complete with
music, video cameras, and possibly
a flash mob—that leaves every other girl
lost for weeks in jealous daydreams of her
own Prince Charming coming to sweep her
off her feet. No pressure, of course. It’s not
like the idea of a strong, chivalrous prince
whisking a princess off her feet has been a
motif throughout the ages. Sarcasm aside,
until you do as Sebastian the Crab says and
“kiss da girl,” your real-life Ariel is probably
not going to make a move on you anytime
soon.
So unless a guy can look good without
trying, slip smoothly past emotions as
though they don’t exist, and charm his
crush with a flawless prom proposal, all
while managing to get through the day
with whatever bare necessities he can fit
in his pockets, he might not be as lucky as
girls often like to think he is. But I digress.
There’s no room to think about such things;
a truly manly man doesn’t think to complain
when something goes wrong—not even
when his elaborate proposal ends with a
cringeworthy rejection.
Like I said... no pressure.

The New School Store
By PRACHI SINHA, sophomore

WHISPERS OF A HIDDEN STUDENT OPERATION run amok in the school. Students are being supplied with strange and unusual devices that have been spotted throughout the halls. I’m not
here to confirm or deny these claims, but you’d be surprised by what you can find if you look carefully.
Today started like any other day. In first period I was greeted by a long lecture. Eyelids fluttered and drooped as students struggled to stay awake. There was one girl in the back of the
classroom, however, who merely smiled to herself and pulled out a sheet of stickers from within her purse. After pasting a pair of remarkably life-like eyes over her eyelids, she settled
comfortably into her chair and slept through the rest of the period. I rubbed my own eyes in disbelief when I saw her fake ones blink. As she walked out of the classroom, I grabbed her by
the arm and asked, “Where did you get those?” She looked at me innocently, said nothing, and pulled her arm free. But as she walked away, she slipped a small piece of paper into my hand.
“ShutEye—appear attentive while you take a quick nap.” The bottom of the paper was ripped, as if the paper had been hastily torn from an advertisement. The note left me baffled, but I had
to hurry off to my next class.
Unfortunately, I ran into a crowd of students that had built up by the stairway. I was definitely going to be late! In the corner of my eye, I noticed a classmate take out a device that looked
like a phone. There was a short buzz and then a woman’s voice rang out from the device. “Hallway jam detected. Take the nearest staircase to the third floor, turn left, and then walk down the
next staircase on your right. Your classroom will be twenty paces away. 72% of student traffic avoided.” The boy immediately set off, and I followed him in hopes of avoiding the crowd and
getting to class on time. Miraculously, I reached my class within a minute, successfully beating the bell. The boy whom I had followed quickly stowed away his device, but I caught a glimpse
of the small label on the back: “The [GPS]chool.” Could it be? Was it really a device that could navigate students around traffic jams at school? I had no time to wonder. A thick history test
packet was slammed down in front of me, snapping me back to reality and squashing my curiosity toward the strange device.
In my class the following period, some students were discussing how difficult they thought the history test was. Those who had yet to take the test threw panicked looks at each other
while frantically attempting to cram in some last-minute studying. When the bell rang, my teacher reminded us to put away materials for other classes, and instructed everyone to open the
literature textbook to page 216. As the class complied, the boy sitting next to me tipped his desk over trying to get up, accidentally knocking all of his things to the floor. When he scrambled
to pick up what appeared to be his literature textbook, I saw that it was not an actual textbook at all. Rather, it was just the shell of a textbook. Inside, he had attached a study guide for the
same history test that my classmates were fretting about. I reached over to help him pick up his pencils and took a closer look at the inscription on the phony textbook: “BookShell—the right
book for any class.”
The next few periods passed by quickly as my least favorite class approached: gym. We jogged for what seemed like an eternity, and my legs started aching halfway through the period. I
ran past a girl who looked just as exhausted as I was when she suddenly tripped and fell. She slyly glanced sideways and produced a small vial of a dark red liquid. Hastily, she poured a thin
pool of the liquid onto her knee and shouted, “Oh my gosh, I’m bleeding! I need a band-aid!” My jaw dropped as I watched the girl leave for the health office while I remained stuck outside
on the track. Two students to my left passed me, and I overheard one of them say, “I totally saw what she did. It’s that fake blood they’re calling ‘Gush ‘n’ Go.’ Some kids are using it to fake
nose-bleeds and paper-cuts just to get a free trip to the health office and out of class. I think it’s really sketchy, though.”
I walked to my locker with a feeling of confusion and disbelief. Where were people getting all these gadgets, and more importantly, where could I find them? I opened my locker
absentmindedly and gasped as my eyes met a handwritten note pinned inside.

“We know that you have seen us. We know what you
want. The ShutEye, the [GPS]chool, the BookShell, the
Gush ‘n’ Go… all of these and more are available for
purchase. We are the future of school. Find further
instructions at the following location...
We expect to see you soon.
The New School Store.”
Finally, done! I can’t believe my English teacher
assigned our class a speculative narrative. I don’t
think I’ve written one of those since the seventh
grade.

Handbag Hoarders

By KRUTI SITWALA, junior

HANDBAG HOARDING IS AN OBSESSIVE PHENOMENON that plagues many. It is defined as the desperate need to fill a handbag with a myriad of items until its depths resemble less a bag
and more a black hole. Though handbag hoarders are very different, each carrying a unique stash of hoarded goods, the most common types of teenage handbag hoarders can be classified
into three categories: the Hot Mess, the Worrywart, and the Emotional Packrat.
The Hot Mess, though not necessarily hot, is most certainly a mess. Upon looking inside the bag of a Hot Mess, one is distinctly reminded of the state of Ke$ha’s infamous hairdo: unkempt,
tangled, and atrocious. On the outside, the bag of a Hot Mess might appear clean and elegant, but don’t be fooled. Their bags are filled with anything from gum wrappers to last year’s history
notes—those in the Hot Mess category are simply too lazy to clean out their bags. The last thing you want is to be caught off-guard when reaching into a Hot Mess’s handbag; you will likely
walk away in shock, with lipbalm embedded under your nails and pencil shavings all over your arm.
The Worrywart is the handbag hoarder who is always prepared for every dire circumstance possible. A Worrywart wouldn’t be caught dead without a compact mirror, breath mints,
floss, and maybe even a toothbrush. This species of handbag hoarder is incredibly indecisive as well, often requiring several options to choose from. When asked, “Do you have lotion?” a
Worrywart will never answer with a simple “Yes,” but with a “Japanese Cherry Blossom or Fresh Cucumber?” A Worrywart also totes around various snacks and treats, since one never
knows when hunger might strike. Search for a Worrywart when you’re hungry or your food is in need of condiments. Just don’t be surprised when a Worrywart pulls out a set of salt and
pepper shakers in addition to that packet of ketchup.
The Emotional Packrat is perhaps the most prolific handbag hoarder of them all. She could put your mother’s foreign soap operas to shame with her melodramatic tendencies. Unable to
let go of her emotional attachments, she has a penchant for hoarding memorable items in her bag in hopes of preserving all possible sentiments and extracting every last ounce of nostalgia.
Does she keep a pair of chewed-up socks that reminds her of her first puppy? Perhaps she cherishes a birthday message that was scribbled onto a post-it note in the seventh grade. After a
devastating break-up with her steady boyfriend of two whole weeks, the Emotional Packrat might take handbag hoarding to new extremes when she keeps her used tissues from their breakup as a memento of that heartbreaking day.
It may seem, with few exceptions, that the three categories of handbag hoarders only apply to girls. However, a large portion of hoarders tend to be guys. Men have to put their stuff
somewhere too, and for convenience, most choose their pockets. Men's pants are usually all about practicality and function. Some use their remarkably deep pockets to store everything from
wallets to pencils and even water bottles. Unfortunately, this weight and bulkiness can compromise style, so those who wish to avoid burdening their skinny jeans and chinos turn to the man
purse. Despite the lame moniker the “murse” has acquired and the false notions that a man bag can call one's manliness into question, it is still a very chic accessory.
Yet for a male hoarder, the contents of these modern duffels are anything but attractive. Just remember that on the inside, a man’s purse is really not all
that different from a woman’s purse, which, I suppose, means that a good name for male hoarders may be… “Messy Packwarts.”
Every handbag hoarder carries a unique inventory. The Hot Mess may carry old movie tickets and empty lip gloss tubes, the Worrywart may have a
phone charger and first aid kit, and the Emotional Packrat may lug around sentimental socks. But there’s one thing that all handbag hoarders carry in
their bags: a flashlight… to look for the rest of their stuff.

Centerfold design by PHOEBE CHANG

Musical Hipsters
By ANJALI MADGULA, freshman

AS A TEENAGER BATTLING the struggles of high school, it is almost necessary to have
something to support you. Music can be a warm, reassuring friend or a study buddy that
accompanies you through long hours of test preparation. Sometimes, however, the idea of a
constant comforting companion can turn your attitude from gratefulness to jealous possession.
Especially exasperating is radio music, which virtually everyone—including your dad, your
grandma, and your cat—has heard. Does the popularity of a song detract from the value it holds
in your heart? Do you have a clingy side in you that wants to keep music to yourself rather than
share it with the rest of the world? Are you a musical hipster?
When a song gets too popular, it reaches its expiration date for musical hipsters. The song
has been thrown out in the open and can be feasted on by anyone and everyone. Knowing that
a million too many people are jamming out to “their song” takes away from their own personal
connection, especially when that crowd consists of people who don’t share the same passion
for the music and just use it as background noise to drown out heavy traffic. To avoid such an
abomination, hipsters tend to shield their music from everyone else. Instead of welcoming
others to appreciate the music and possibly boost the popularity of an obscure song, they plug in
their headphones and tune the world out.
The reality is that these hipsters seek attention and purpose as listeners. Listening is twisted
into a commitment rather than a leisure activity. Here emerges the concept of “true fans.” These
dedicated followers can recite not only all of the songs in an artist’s new album, but also the full
itinerary of the artist’s current tour. Such fans cloud up fan sites in an attempt to prove their
musical superiority. Essentially, musical hipsters enjoy holding the ultimate “true fan” status.
They perceive other listeners as threats to their purposeful position, and territorial disputes
come into play. When you tell hipsters that you like the same band they do, you may find yourself
bombarded with an intense interrogation, so be prepared for a
battle to determine the more worthy listener.
Musical hipsters pose a threat to the world of music.
They stop deserving artists from attaining popularity. More
than a handful of precious musical gems may have been
“discovered” if these hipsters had shared them with others.
In the end, the only person truly hurt is the artist. Instead of fans
who affectionately promote and spread music, musical hipsters act
like overprotective parents. When artists do make it to the big stage,
hipster followers feel that the artist has changed, and sulk away looking
for someone less mainstream.
I say to you, dear hipster, maybe it’s time to expose underground music
to the general population. With the cooperation of musical hipsters, we
could redefine pop culture by introducing
new faces and shedding
light on a wider
range of music.

JPoll: Calculators
By ARJUN GOURISHETTY, sophomore

WHETHER YOU’RE A FRESHMAN commencing your career at JP or a senior who
has made it through three and a half years of mathematics, you and your calculator
have been through thick and thin, good and bad. Perhaps when you look at the
fingerprints on the keys of your calculator, you feel a sense of pride knowing how
much you have been through with this little machine: completing countless math
problems, surviving years of grueling classes, and trying to preserve your general
sanity. Or maybe, in your opinion, life would be so much easier if you just never
had to use a calculator at all. We created a survey to gauge just how attached JP
students are to their calculators. Here’s how you responded:

If someone dropped your calculator, what would you do?
• Suffer a minor heart attack.
• Give that person a death glare.
• Pray that it’s broken.
• Nothing, you borrowed it from a friend anyways.
What is your reaction when a test says “NO CALCULATORS”?
• Grin—you’re totally ready to show off your skills.
• Swallow hard and slowly place your calculator under
your desk.
• Take deep breaths and try not to cry.
• Boycott the test.
Where do you keep your calculator?
• In a super-durable case to shield it from anything that may
happen to it.
• In the case you got it in when you bought it because you
don’t want to sully the value of the calculator by using it.
• In the dilapidated pouch that you’ve been using to carry your
school supplies every day since sixth grade.
• Somewhere in that mess of papers, binders, writing utensils,
and perhaps food that you proudly call your locker.
How often do you use your calculator?
• You use it for everything. 2+2? Punch it into a calculator.
• Somewhat often. You use it to double check your answers or
if you’re really stumped.
• Not often. You prefer to use the calculator app on your
phone. If your phone is dead, you just ask to borrow a
calculator from whoever is sitting next to you.
• You’re too lazy to pull it out of your backpack so you try to
figure it out in your head.
What would you do if you lost your calculator?
• Celebrate another excuse to not take a test.
• Search through your locker and belongings frantically.
• Borrow one from a not-so-friendly friend and never give it
back.
• Yell “Accio Calculator” and pray it works.

42%
41%
9%
8%
11%
35%
39%
15%
14%
11%
59%
16%

60%
32%
1%
8%

1%
70%
4%
26%

Whether or not you enjoy using your calculator, one thing is for sure—you
probably won’t make it through high school without it. That being said,
instead of chucking it at the wall in uncalculated frustration, perhaps
you should spend some time getting to know the little chunk of plastic
without which high school would be so much harder.
Note: due to rounding, results may
not add up to 100%.
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FCCLA
By TRISHA GUGALE, senior
ON NOVEMBER 25, 2013, New Jersey
FCCLA held its annual Fall Leadership
Connection at Pines Manor in Edison. The
fall conference, the largest in FCCLA history
with over 720 attendees, motivated members
to realize the importance of family, career
preparation, and leadership.
The
conference
included
several
community service efforts, interactive
workshops, and informative round tables.
Students listened to the inspirational
words of keynote speaker Jim Steffen as he
delivered a speech about how fitness and
staying positive are essential to maintaining
health. Club members, officers, and college
staff and students conducted round table
presentations that provided onlookers with
information about the organization and
various colleges.
The
Fall
Leadership
Conference
contained many competitive events and
JP students were very successful in their
respective competitions. They won a total of
thirty gold medals and seven silver medals.
Congratulations to all the participants for
their outstanding dedication toward their
successive competitions.
One of the most popular events at the Fall
Conference was the Cupcake Challenge.
Participants from high schools all over
New Jersey baked cupcakes that contained
a surprise challenge ingredient. The
cupcake challenge was very successful and
NJ FCCLA raised $2,475 to donate to the
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Journey to Santa’s Workshop
Smith, dressed up as Santa Claus and
took pictures with the children. He even
held a special reading of the poem “‘Twas
the Night Before Christmas,” which

activity known to be therapeutic for those
with impaired sensory development. There
CELEBRATING THE JOY of the holiday
were other activities as well, such as cookie
season, the BRIDGES club hosted its
decorating and a game called pin the nose
annual Christmas Party on Thursday,
on the snowman. Senior Sakshi
December 19. Guests arriving at the
Karambelkar, the B.R.I.D.G.E.S. coschool followed footprints on the floor
president, said, “This year, Edison
to the site of the festivities.
Municipal Council even helped us
Started four years ago by senior
in expanding our party to reach out
Cynthia Lin, this party provides fun
to others. Children from all over
for autistic children. Autism is a
Middlesex County come here now,
developmental disorder characterized
and I think the best part about the
by impaired social interaction and
experience is meeting and spending
communication as well as repetitive
time with them.”
behavior. Cynthia, who has an autistic
When the party came to an end
younger brother, has expanded the
three hours later, the students who
party into an event for the kids in
ran it were pleased with its success.
Project PIECES and children with
Sophomore Divya Daripalli said,
CYNTHIA LIN
other developmental disabilities as
“We gave an enjoyable Christmas
A returning guest poses with Mr. Smith, who was party for the guests, and I think more
well. “This party has grown a lot,” she
dressed as Santa Claus for the party.
said. “The attendees used to be mainly
people should get involved!”
little children, but now, people of all ages was met with a warm response from the
The event served as a learning experience
come to celebrate Christmas.”
audience. Attendees treated themselves for all who attended and allowed the
The party was filled with fun activities to a variety of refreshments in the foods BRIDGES members to spread some holiday
for the children. The club advisor, Mr. room. Children made sand sculptures, an cheer to many others.
By CHITHRA SUBRAMONIAN, sophomore

national organization Share Our Strength.
FCCLA has always been devoted to helping
young men and women become leaders.
At conferences such as the Fall Leadership
Connection, JP students are able to network
with other club members and learn about
the importance of education and leadership.
FCCLA members are proud of the results
of the conference, which truly provided the
ultimate leadership experience.

JP History, contd.
his success largely to his diligence, Greg
says, “I always had a vision for myself and
always believed I would be the best in the
state and eventually in the country. I was
able to be successful in wrestling by being
fanatical. I practiced every day to be the
best.” After three years of relentless effort,
he took second place at the state level.
Wrestling didn’t stop after high school
for any of the Zannetti brothers. Gene
continued wrestling for Rutgers University
and ultimately for the University of
Pennsylvania. Jeff pursued Division I
wrestling like his brother at the University of
Pennsylvania, and Greg wrestled at Rutgers
University.
Together, the brothers created Z-Fanatical
Fitness, a program that allows athletes
to reach their maximum potential, both
physically and mentally. Gene remarks,
“Success always begins with faith. You have
to first believe that you are capable of great
things before they happen. I wasn’t always
the most talented on the mat or in the
classroom, but I never abandoned faith and
was always willing to work like an animal to
achieve anything that I set my mind to.”

The Zannetti brothers differ from most
other athletes because of their unabating
effort. In the face of adversity and losses,
they worked even harder. JP Stevens created
a strong foundation of positivity that would
last not only through their wrestling careers,
but also in their lifelong endeavors. Jeff
attributes JP Stevens as one of the elements
in his winning formula and states, “The
coaches and teachers I had really pushed me
to achieve at a high level. They didn’t take it
easy on me to say the least. Mr. McMullen
was my physics teacher and wrestling coach.
Bottom line, I was pushed in the classroom
and wrestling mat.”
As role models for many students at JP
Stevens, the Zannetti brothers embody all
the qualities that the school hopes students
develop before graduating. To seniors, Gene
Zannetti advises, “A serious goal keeps you
focused and helps you overcome the world’s
C.R.A.P. (Criticism, Rejection, Arrogant
people, and Pressure). Self-satisfaction
in achieving a goal feels a lot better than
partying, people pleasing, or temporary fun.”
Now, it’s our turn to wrestle obstacles and
carry on the JP Stevens legacy.

or just your life in general,” Dean says, “you
should always practice something not until
you get it right, but until you cannot get it
wrong.”
“Even if you can’t do everything
imaginable, at least do something.” Mr.
DeNicola’s most cherished experiences are
when his former students come back and
visit. When students who have gone into
non-music-related fields tell him that they
still play their instruments in community
bands or have passed their instruments on to
their children, Dean says, “It makes me feel
better that they have never forgotten their
instrument and have never forgotten music.”
Mr. DeNicola has never told a student
exactly how to succeed in his program. As
he says, “If you want to be good, then you
cannot take any shortcuts.” He opens doors
to many opportunities, but all of his students
must walk through the doors themselves.
Although never explicitly stated, there is a
level of expectation that Dean holds for both
talent and behavior. When a student makes a
mistake, Dean does not yell or scold but still
lets that student know that he or she has let
him down.

One of Mr. DeNicola’s greatest qualities is
his extreme humility; he has never bragged
about himself, even when selected as a
finalist for the GRAMMY Award. At every
band event, his students make sure that
the audience knows that Dean is a top ten
GRAMMY finalist, to which he responds
while smiling, “Ah, get outta here, you
rascal!”
One of Mr. DeNicola’s philosophies is that
he does not believe in lecturing his students.
At every turn, he encourages his students
to do what they love and not be pressured
by the expectations of others. Through his
own experiences, Dean demonstrates that
pursuing one’s dreams is most important.
37 years ago, he found his calling at JP
Stevens. His time here has compelled him
to contribute back to the community and
inspire his students to be similarly involved.
“Find a job you love, and you’ll never work
a day in your life.” For him, being a band
director is never considered “work,” but his
life’s pride and joy. And for his students, Mr.
DeNicola is an inspirational band director, a
loving second father, and the man who has
shaped them into who they are today.

Mr. DeNicola, contd.

At a
glance

snippets of JP
life and beyond

By DEBISHA DEY, freshman, and
SAMANTHIKA DEVALARAJU, junior

166:
students
inducted into the

National Honor Society
this November

14:
inches’ difference 137: people who
between the heights
attended Navidad,
of the teal and brown
lockers

hosted by the Spanish
Honor Society
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JPS Got Talent, contd.

Dinner, contd.

Banerjee, who sang a warm and ethereal
rendition of “Safe and Sound” by Taylor
Swift. Tanya’s musicianship and vocal ability
captivated the audience.
Following this performance, freshman
Natalie Franco took the stage to dance ballet.
Her routine included classical dance paired
with contemporary music.
The next act was a cover of Adele’s
“Someone Like You” performed by
sophomore
Shawki
Perry.
Shawki’s
interpretation was at times restrained, at
times passtionate.
Next, seniors Kristen Tse and Kunal
Srivastava melted everyone’s hearts with
their duet mashup of “Say Something” by
A Great Big World and Christina Aguilera
and “Clarity” by Zedd. Senior Alick Jiang
accompanied the singers on the piano and
added to the display of skill and artistry.
Following the seniors were siblings senior
Emmanuel and junior Veronica Beltran,
breakdancing and krumping to “Million
Dollar Bill” by Whitney Houston, “Right
Here” by Justin Bieber, and “Upgrade U”
by Beyoncé. The performance was exciting,
modern, and fresh.
Senior Daniel Paul sang “Strawberry Fields
Forever” by the Beatles while sophomore
Paul Rose played the guitar. Their cover was
a faithful performance of a tried-and-true
classic.
The stage darkened after the song ended,
and seniors Emily Cai and Eurie Kim
emerged from the aisles of the auditorium.
The duo performed a mesmerizing in-thedark dance to Cascada’s “Everytime We
Touch,” complete with twirling and spinning
glow sticks. It was unlike any other act of the
night.
Shortly after the lights turned back on,
sophomores Priya Mukherjee and Melody
Otzan performed a cover of Ariana Grande’s

remarked, “Abandoning a pig is just not
right. We had to do something after being
asked to care for it.” All of the clubs who
hosted the dinner also raised funds for both
the Children’s Specialized Hospital and
Hands of Hope Soup Kitchen.
At 6 p.m., guests entered the cafeteria,
gaping in awe at the table covered in piles of
dinosaur coloring books, stuffed teddy bears,
and other toys—gifts for patients at the
Children’s Specialized Hospital. Christmas
lights were draped all along the windows
of the cafeteria and silver metallic felt stars
dotted the wall, creating a cozy ambience.
Senior Andrew Gochuico, president of
the Orchestra Council, said, “It’s really
festive. It makes me feel very homey. It’s
a great start to the holiday season.” Food
served by volunteers was donated for the
event by restaurants—including Wonder

“The Way.” While sophomore Melody Oztan
strummed the guitar, Priya mesmerized with
her rich voice.
The last act of the first round was a dance
routine by freshmen Divya Khanna and
Suvina Sinha. They pulled off impressive
moves to “Unbroken” by Demi Lovato and
ended the first round on a strong note.
Jason and Zachary announced that the
judges were backstage deciding which three
acts would move on to the next round. To
keep the audience entertained, the two
hosted a musical freeze dance game; at the
end, senior Raymond Malia-Nunez emerged
victorious.
For the second round, the three acts that
earned the top scores performed again.
Matthew and Kevin were asked to return.
This time, Matthew sang “Love On Top”
by Beyoncé, once more dancing along to
his vocal performance. The duo left their
opponents with a truly tough act to follow.
Emmanuel and Veronica also qualified for
round two and danced to “Hold On We’re
Going Home” by Drake. Though Veronica
missed her landing during a flip and was
injured, she has since recovered.
The third and final act of the second
round was the holiday classic “Santa Baby,”
performed by Priya and Melody. Their
second round performance was as good as,
if not better than, their first and ended the
night magnificently.
After much anticipation, the hosts
announced Matthew Flores and Kevin Zheng
as the winners of JPS Got Talent. The show
culminated with their acceptance speeches.
Matthew later said, “JPS Got Talent was
truly a glorifying experience. We just wanted
to have fun, do our best, and not stress over
winning. Seeing all of the amazing talent
made us blessed to have won. It was a night
neither one of us will ever forget.”

Seafood and Tastee Subs—and ranged from
pizza to paneer. The volume of conversation
gradually decreased as the orchestra quartet
wrapped up its performance and the
chamber choir, joined by Mr. Smith as Santa
Claus, sang festive songs like “Holly Jolly
Christmas” and “Noel.” Choir co-president,
senior Grace Zhao, said, “We wanted to
spread some holiday cheer.”
The Holiday Dinner raised a significant
amount of money for good causes. SEA
raised $579 for the food and veterinarian
costs of the pig, and Key Club raised $800
worth of presents for Children’s Specialized
Hospital and Hands of Hope Soup Kitchen.
Freshman Aniya Ahmmed said of the event,
“I was impressed by the clubs’ organization
of food and intricate decorations. This is my
first time coming, but I’m definitely coming
back next year.”

Bandboozle, contd.
Lu. “No matter how old we are, we can still
be children again and have fun dressing up
as one of our favorite Disney characters.
In my case, it is Winnie the Pooh.” Other
characters seen included Mulan clothed in
a traditional Chinese dress and Perry the
Platypus from the popular TV show Phineas
and Ferb.
There were alternative activities as well.
Students were able to challenge friends to
the Wii game Super Smash Bros. or indulge
themselves in food ranging from chocolate
cupcakes to lo mein. A costume contest
was later held to decide who had the best
Disney character costumes. The winners
of the contest, senior Jon Kim as Carl from
the movie Up and junior Lea Chen as Snow
White, were each awarded a golden crown.
“It was a great turnout,” said Lea Chen.
“All the committees cooperated together to

make this dance a success. The members of
the Decorating Committee took time out of
their busy schedules to adorn the cafeteria
with painted pictures of Disney characters,
and the Advertising Committee effectively
publicized this event.” Their efforts were
well rewarded as they raised a lot for the
VH1 Save the Music Foundation to promote
opportunities for others to experience music.
Senior Band Council member Kristen Tse
added, “As students in band, we know the
importance of music and its positive impact
on us. That is why we donate money to
VH1 Save the Music Foundation every year.
However, this dance is not only to help other
schools in need but also to give JP students
an opportunity to have a good time.”
In the end, the students’ altruism and
camaraderie made this event a true “dream
come true.”
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Lock-ness Sochi, So Chill
Monster
By NATASHA RAI, junior

By NIKHIL NAINWAL, sophomore
NINE YEARS AGO, the 2004-2005 National
Hockey League (NHL) season vanished into
thin air. The entire season’s 1,230 games
never happened.
It was the product of the same problem
that has plagued labor unions since they first
came to exist: management-labor disputes.
What happened in 2004 was caused by a
disagreement over the terms of a renewed
contract. Management needed to cut the
losses from excessively high salaries, but
players refused to accept a salary cap.
Without a contract, management forbade
athletes from playing, and the lockout
continued through the entire season. This
marked the first time in North American
history that a major professional league
sports season had been cancelled due to a
player lockout.
With the elimination of the 2004-2005
season, the NHL fanbase declined. The NHL
Players’ Association decided it did not want
to play the villain in another disappearing
season, so a settlement was finally reached
in July 2005. But by then, the Stanley Cup for
the 2004-2005 season had been irrevocably
engraved with “Season Not Played.”
In light of the lost NHL season, the
National Basketball Player’s Association
(NBPA) and NBA management hurriedly
passed a renewed collective bargaining
agreement in June 2005. But when it expired
in 2011, nothing could stop management from
trying to implement harsher salary caps and
luxury taxes. The NBPA revolted, and the
lockout began on July 1. In a unique move,
the NBPA dissolved its labor union into a
trade association on November 14 in order
to file antitrust lawsuits against the NBA. At
the end of November, following a tentative
agreement with a flexible salary cap and an
increased luxury tax, the NBPA reformed
its union. After much resentment from fans
and sports critics alike, the lockout ended
with the ratification of a new collective
bargaining agreement on December 8. In the
end, the season lost 16 games and the lengthy
lockout alienated NBA fans, who lost trust in
the associations and were hesitant to watch
By BREANA TAN, sophomore
the next season.
The NHLPA and the NBPA situations
were precedents for similarly induced
lockouts in other sports associations. Players
and management engage in a stalemate
until increasingly indignant scorn from fans
forces an agreement. On September 24, 2012,
one of the worst calls in NFL history was
made by a replacement referee during the
infamous referee lockout in a game between
the Green Bay Packers and the Seattle
Seahawks. Down with only seconds left,
Seahawks quarterback Russell Wilson threw
a long pass in desperation to the end zone,
which was clearly intercepted by Packers
cornerback MD Jennings. However, when
Seahawks receiver Golden Tate grabbed
onto the ball well after the interception,
the referees wrongly ruled the play as a
touchdown, giving the Seahawks the win.
The incorrect call was so heavily ridiculed
by the public that the NFL and the league’s
“real” referees reached a swift settlement
just two days later.
The attitudes of these three player
associations hinge on a central point:
athletes are laborers too, just on a different
scale. Current union approval ratings for
basic labor disputes have dropped to a
historically low 54%. Lockouts are unlikely
to have any better success. The next big
lockout is set to happen in 2017, when the
NBA Collective Bargaining Agreement
needs renewal, or in 2022, when the NHL’s
2013 settlement expires—but whether or not
a season disappears again, you can be sure
that lockouts won’t anytime soon.

“HOT. COOL. YOURS.” Fresh off the
excitement of the 2012 Summer Olympics
in London, the Sochi 2014 Organizing
Committee first released this slogan for
the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi, Russia.
Almost two years later, people now see it on
billboards and commercials internationally,
and the world eagerly watched the opening
ceremony. Still, some are reluctant to tune
in. First started in 1924, 28 years after the
first Summer Games, the Winter Olympics
have always been the lesser known sibling of
the immensely popular Summer Olympics.
Despite the notion that they
fascinate only enthusiasts of
winter sports, this year’s Winter
Olympics have plenty to offer
for everybody.
For starters, the 22nd Winter
Olympics are to be held in Sochi
for the first time in history.
Sochi is part of Krasnodar, the
third largest region in Russia.
As always, the ice events will
be held in different locations
than the mountain events. This
year, however, the two locations
are only 30 minutes away from
each other, which is the closest
they have ever been. The ice
venue is built around the vast
Black Sea coast surrounding
the Olympic Village, while
the mountain venue is built in
the white-capped Krasnaya
Polyanas. Both locations are popular tourist
attractions, yet they have still aroused
unwanted controversy. Russia’s anti-gay
issues have made some countries reluctant
to participate. Not only is President Obama
not attending, but he also added openly gay
athletes Billie Jean King and Caitlin Cahow
to the U.S. delegation as a subtle form of
protest. Who knows what other surprises
may arise once the games actually begin?
Of course, the most important factors
of the games are the sports themselves,
which are completely different from the

Happy Feet

sports played in the summer games. The
winter games include seven olympic
sports: biathlon, bobsleigh, curling, ice
hockey, luge, skating, and skiing. Among
these, there are over 15 sport disciplines,
including figure skating; speed skating, and
short-track speed skating and six different
types of skiing sports, from alpine skiing
to snowboarding. Several new events will
premiere this year at the Olympics, such
as slopestyle and snowboard halfpipe.
The usual stigma is that these sports are
tedious to watch, but in reality, these events
have the same tension and excitement of the
summer sports. Figure skating, for example,

deserves a much larger spotlight than it is
currently given. Figure skaters combine
the flexibility of a gymnast, the grace of a
ballerina, and the balance of a tightrope
walker to execute intricate leaps and spins
on ice. Some people already have enough
trouble navigating the slippery sidewalk
down Grove Avenue on snowy mornings;
now imagine throwing in salsa music,
bodycon dresses, and sharp blades.
To all fans of wrestling, football, and other
contact sports, hockey will be sure to please.
It is by far one of the bloodiest and toughest

Cooke (12), Jaashir Morris (12), and Panth
Patel (12), came in second in the same events
THE ICY WEATHER and piles of snow may and added a fourth place medal in the Sprint
be enough to discourage most of us from Medley to their record.
stepping outside, but members of the JPS
Even more impressive was the Hawks’
Winter Track Team are unfazed by the rain, victory at the GMC’s. The boys’ indoor
snow, and sleet that
distance medley
Mother Nature hurls
relay
school
at them. Even when
record
was
the track is covered
broken by Jaashir
with a blanket of
Morris,
Panth
snow, both the boys
Patel,
Mark
and girls’ teams train
Cooke, and Aaron
vigorously
after
John (10), who
school to prepare
added
another
their minds and
silver
medal
bodies for upcoming
to JP Stevens’
meets.
collection
The
Hawks’
of
winter
countless hours of
track
medals.
running in the boneFollowing closely
chilling cold resulted
behind,
the
in
commendable
shuttle
hurdle
times in the 13th
relay team also
Annual Leon Bailey
received a silver
Liberty
Relays
medal while the
on December 20,
sprint
medley
SOUMYA KARNE relay team earned
2013, at the Jersey
City Armory. Both Senior Jaashir Morris sprints in a relay fourth
place.
the boys and girls’ race at an invitational meet at the Toms The Lady Hawks
teams entered in the River Bubble.
medaled as well,
Distance Medley Relay and Shuttle Hurdle earning sixth place for the distance medley
Relay, and both medaled in their respective relays and seventh place for the 4x800. Jong
categories. The Lady Hawks, led by captains Chan Lee (12) says, “We did well and I’m
Ashleigh Anderson (11), Olivia Kononiuk very proud and thankful for my teammates,
(11), and Urvi Saini (11), came in sixth for the but there’s still more room for improvement.
Shuttle Hurdle Relay and Distance Medley We shouldn’t be satisfied with our results;
Relay, while the boys’ team, led by Mark instead, we should use them to motivate us
By BREANA TAN, sophomore
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sports of all time. When players throw sticks,
pucks, ice, and other full-grown men pumped
with adrenaline around a 200-by-85 foot
rink, there’s no question as to why there are
plexiglass panels separating the spectators
from the ice. Fans can easily testify to the
earthquake of sound that shakes the stadium
after their favorite player manages to send
a puck into the seemingly minuscule net
hidden behind the opponent’s goalie.
The mountain sports are a whole different
story. They have the intensity of track and
field sports but include the potential danger
of making painful errors. Unlike tripping
over a hurdle, a misstep in alpine skiing
results in a perilous tumble down
a hill of freezing snow. These
sports, including snowboarding
and halfpipe skiing, have an “X
Games” factor that adds to the
excitement.
The athletes, however, are the
true stars of the games. Most of
them have trained since they were
able to walk, and the Olympics
are the apex of their careers.
For some, this is their first—and
possibly only—opportunity to
prove themselves in their sports.
These newcomers, such as skier
Mikaela Shiffrin, figure skater
Max Aaron, and snowboarder
Mark McMorris, have aspirations
to overthrow the veterans.
Especially after alpine skiier
Lindsey Vonn withdrew from the
competition due to an injury, the
U.S. Olympic team is looking for new stories
and new stars.
However, for others, with snowboarder
Shaun White as one of the most famous
examples, the Olympics are one of their last
chances to represent their countries before
they make the decision to retire.
Though the Winter Olympics may be less
popular than the Summer Olympics, they
must not be overlooked, and are guaranteed
to provide as much excitement and as
many record-breaking feats as their more
celebrated cousin.

to achieve better!”
These hard-earned victories have inspired
the teams to work even harder for later dual
meets and races. Inclement weather poses a
powerful hindrance to their intense practice
schedules, but the runners are only more
motivated to find creative ways to train
consistently. Captain Ashleigh Anderson
points out, “We have been without a track
for weeks because of the snow so it’s been
really hard to practice efficiently and get
ready, but we’ve been finding our way around
it!” When the track team is not running
around the school perimeter, you might see
the sprinters dashing across the gym, the
hurdlers leaping over the obstacles, and the
distance runners jogging around the Maples
complex or down icy Livingston Avenue.
With this type of perseverance, diligence,
and agility, other schools’ teams will be left
to bite the dust, or rather, snow. As Mridula
Karthik (11) says, “The whole team is
extremely dedicated and full of love for the
sport and they’re willing to work hard for
themselves as well as for JP.”
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Standing on Broken Feet Beyond the Mat
By HARSHA GOPALAKRISHNAN, junior
IN TODAY’S FAST-PACED world of sports,
athletes are putting more on the line than
ever before, and injuries can sideline even
the greatest of athletes for lengthy periods of
time. Two such athletes are Kobe Bryant and
Lionel Messi, who are about to return after
sustaining significant injuries. However,
their comebacks are inciting major debate
over whether both can be fully restored to
their former glories.
Star of the Los Angeles Lakers, Kobe
Bryant or the “Black Mamba” suffered
from a torn Achilles heel at the end of the
2012-2013 season during a game against
the Golden State Warriors. A surgery for
the injury benched him for the Lakers’
first 19 games of the 2013-2014 season.
Unfortunately, six games after his return,
in the third quarter of a game against the
Memphis Grizzlies on December 17, 2013,
the All-Star guard fractured the lateral tibial
plateau in his left knee. Bryant’s injury,
along with those of other sidelined players
Steve Nash and Jordan Farmer, only spells
doom for the Lakers, a team that relies
predominantly on the Black Mamba’s ability
and prowess. Kobe Bryant will be undoubt
edly fighting his hardest to return, but only
a miracle can save the Lakers this season.
Across the world, another star has recently
left the bench to resume his dominance in
international soccer. Lionel Messi, Barcelona
forward, was sidelined after a left hamstring
tear in Barcelona’s 4-1 victory at Real Betis.
Earlier, in September 2013, he also suffered
from a small muscle tear in his right thigh.
Messi has been fortunate enough to be injury-

free up until the end of last season. Now,
his luck has turned, with injuries forcing
him to miss many of Barcelona’s games this
season and leaving the team in a tight spot.
Barcelona leads the Spanish league, but
will now be without Messi for up to eight
games, including the last two Champions’
League group games against Ajax and Celtic.
Despite his injuries this season, Messi scored
14 goals in 16 games. On the other hand, he
endured a four-game scoreless streak—an
eternity by his standards. His recent injuries
have been a concern for both FC Barcelona
and the Argentina National Team, whose
hopes of winning the World Cup depend
largely on Messi’s performance. “Messi
needs to stop and take care of himself,”
Barcelona teammate Cesc Fabregas said.
“I hope he recovers, and that he takes all
the time he needs to make sure he’s well.”
Though Lionel Messi has been playing
well and is reportedly fully healed,
whether or not he will be able to play
at his usual high-performance level,
without any sudden and possibly more
dangerous injuries, is still questionable.
An injury sustained at any level of
competition, if not properly addressed,
can spell downfall for any athlete, whether
a seasoned veteran or budding rookie. In
the end, the coach must make the final,
sometimes difficult, verdict and order
players coming off of injuries to restrain
themselves from vigorous practice until they
are back in top form. Although superstars
such as Bryant and Messi constantly strive
to break boundaries and create new records,
their efforts will be ruined if their health is
in jeopardy.

tough competitors by other schools.”
Without any set captains in the beginning
THE SPOTLIGHT IS ON. The wrestlers of the season, many wrestlers have stepped
are ready, waiting for the whistle to signal up as leaders to prepare the team to practice
the start of the match. The audience eagerly and to maintain a high morale. Their efforts
watches. The energy is palpable. And the resulted in an encouraging 36-19 win in
Willingboro. Even following this victory,
match begins...
The JP Stevens wrestling team the team still has many more dual meets,
experiences
quad matches, and
this form of
tournaments
to
pressure on a
look forward to.
weekly
basis,
Wrestling builds
participating
up an athlete’s
in
intense
courage to fight
matches
that
a g g r e s s i v e l y,
require mental
which is often the
and
physical
only way to assert
strength.
control on the
They
started
mat. Regardless of
the season by
the results of any
taking part in
tournament,
the
Hawks have given
the
Holmdel
their all in practice
To u r n a m e n t
and
during
and the Edison
matches.
They
Classic.
The
have consistently
team faced a
pushed past mental
tough outing at
and
physical
Holmdel, where
NARAYAN KOVIL
barriers.
no
wrestler
from the team Tahir Gooding keeps his opponent from When there are
no more bandages
was able to Carteret down and ready to be pinned.
place. Using this as motivation, in the Edison to cover up the blood, no more towels to
Classic Marco Lee Santana (11) and Tahir wipe off the sweat, and no more tissues
Gooding (12) were both able to capture a to dry up the tears, all that is left are the
third place finish. After the tournaments, bravery and dedication that defines a true
Marco remarked, “It’s been a rough year so champion. Evidently, the members our very
far, but the team is constantly improving. All own JP Stevens wrestling team displays
of us need to work harder and take our game these qualities, and their efforts are bound
one step higher if we want to be considered to pay off.
By FARHAN PATEL, sophomore

Kings and Queens of the Court
a lead within four minutes. Moments like
these served as encouraging reminders for
the Hawks to stay alert for moments when
DURING THEIR FIRST GAME against their opponents let their guards down.
Sayreville, the short 10-minute halftime
Coach Jones also has a positive outlook
break was all the boys’ basketball team for the rest of the season, noting, “The
needed to regain their focus and cut their coaching staff has done a good job in trying
opponent’s double-digit lead during the to change the sports culture around here. We
next quarter. The originally lopsided game are competing every game. As a coach that’s
concluded with only a single point deficit. all you can ask. As far as expectations, the
Though they didn’t win, they gained kids have bought into what we are trying to
determination that has carried them through do. Expectations are just trying to get better
the season.
every week.”
The team is captained by forward Francois
This year’s boys’ basketball team does not
Ballou (11), who has continued to score accept defeat. Regardless of the first-half
efficiently and
score of a game,
be a role model
the team runs
for the team. He
out of the locker
leads his team
room for the
with 9 points
second half with
per game and 95
strong
morale
rebounds so far
combined with
in this season.
even
stronger
He is followed
determination.
b y. . f o r w a r d
Hopefully, these
N i c h o l a s
comebacks
Dooley .(11) ,
will reflect on
who has 11
the rest of the
points per game
season: learning
and 4.rebounds
the ropes in
per game, as well
beginning,
ABBAS TAIYEBI the
as guard Shlok. Sophomore Molly Yelenscics dribbles past her analyzing their
Garg (12), who opponent to score a key lay-up.
opponents’
has 7 points per game and 2 three-pointers plays, and ending the season with skillfully
per game. From early on in the season, the executed plays to hamper their opponents’
team displayed valiant resilience and avoided games.
major blowouts, as seen in the first round
On the girls’ side, the Lady Hawks have
of the Anthony Cotoia Tournament. Their paralleled the boys with an equal amount
opponent, Perth Amboy, had a ten point of motivation and intensity. With an influx
lead with only six minutes left in the game. of new players and a more rigorous training
However, Dooley pressured Perth Amboy in schedule, the girls’ basketball team seeks
the paint, the area under and adjacent to the to reach new levels of success. The varsity
hoop, and scored 17 points in the second half team has a unique mix of players this
of the game. Then, guard Chiebuka “Chewy” year, featuring a strong lineup of talented
Chukwuneke (12) quickly converted a sophomores.
steal into a lay-up, which was followed by
Leading the Lady Hawks this year are
a 3-pointer from Garg. Due to the efforts captains Molly Yelencsics (10) and Julianna
of these individuals, our Hawks captured Zilli (12). Molly states that her favorite part
By ALYSSA DESAI, sophomore,
and KAREN JIANG, freshman

of the season thus far has been developing
a good chemistry and dynamic between
the new faces on the varsity team and the
veteran players. One of the new faces is
Grace Kau (10), who has contributed to
the team’s diverse outlook. Concerning the
sudden sophomore spike on the team, she
commented, “We’ve been playing together
for a long time, we have a lot chemistry, and
we’ve grown up with one another. It makes
for a very young program, but it also makes
for a lot of potential to grow as teammates.”
To maintain the players’ athleticism, Coach
Bonk has them running more often, which
at times she says can be “tough, but I know
it’s for the best.” The girls are excited to
make strong impressions this year and look
forward to what the rest of the season entails.

Despite a rough start to the season, the
new key players and team synchronization
have held up the team’s confidence and
passion. Under the leadership of a strict but
rewarding coach, the girls train hard with
drills that emphasize teamwork. Varsity
coach Bonk has been crucial in their efforts
by instilling a demanding work ethic. In her
second year of coaching, she has already
improved her techniques, a change that the
entire team has observed and benefited from.
A basketball team can sometimes be
judged by their past performance, but the
Lady Hawks define themselves instead by
their confidence, diligence, and passion.
They are consistently able to remain focused
on achieving their goals and ruling the court,
one game at a time.

